Tork PeakServe Continuous Hand Towel System

Bring it on

Tork PeakServe® gets your business ready for the moments that matter.

250%

more hand towels
towels for less
refilling and better
washroom flow*

For all those
critical moments…
When halftime is over, the exams start in 15 minutes or the
next shift is about to begin, you don’t want to worry about
dirty washrooms or people stuck in line. Yet, many people
find that public venues and workplaces don’t deliver the
washroom experience they expect in terms of cleanliness and
waiting times. The consequences include reduced customer
preference, productivity loss and lower well-being among
guests, visitors and employees, which in the end can have a big
impact on revenue and profitability.
Tork PeakServe® can help you live up to these ever
increasing demands, where little things can make it or
break it for your business.

…that really count.
With up to 2100 towels per dispenser, Tork PeakServe®
enables:
- More time for cleaning
- Better washroom flow
- Increased capability to excel during critical moments

Tork PeakServe® is the perfect solution for:

Recreation, Retail
and Transport
Terminals
More people means more
business – but also more
challenges to efficiently
deliver a pleasant
experience, especially
when facing unpredictable
peaks in traffic.

Airports

Offices

Higher Education

Healthcare

Industry

The number of passengers
travelling through airports
each day is huge. Ease of
air travel and numbers of
people using this mode of
transport also means a risk
of spread of disease and
viral infection.

Providing good work
environments that
improves employee wellbeing and reduces sick
leave is a challenge. Not
to mention conveying the
right image to visitors.

Students spend most of
their time at campus. That
makes 24/7 availability
of hand towels important
for proper hand hygiene
standards – a crucial
factor for lowering crosscontamination risks and
absenteeism.

Public washrooms in
healthcare facilities are
hard to consistently
maintain at a high hygiene
standard due to irregularly
fluctuating traffic. Wasting
time on dispenser checks
means less time for other
cleaning.

A second is always a
second, no matter where it
comes from. Lack of hand
towels during busy shift
changes can make hand
washing a time-consuming
task that keeps workers off
the floor.

Our latest innovation explained
Our new hand towels are compressed to fit twice as
many in less space. The system is continuous: bundles
latch onto each other when loaded and towels are
connected so they dispense with no interruption.
The result is a new standard of smooth, continuous
towel flow and a dispenser that stays slim yet has 35%
more capacity than any other product on the market.*
Bundles are compressed
by 50% giving up to 2100
towels per dispenser*
*Compared to Tork Universal refills and folded towel dispenser 552000

Continuous bundles
latch together as
bundles are loaded

Bundles dispensepage 6
without interuption
one towel at a time

Get ready for the moments that matter with
Tork PeakServe® Continuous™ Hand Towel
System
A new standard in high-capacity dispensing
Fewer washroom delays get people
in and out faster

More flexibility means
more time to clean

- Avoid run outs with 250% more hand towels* and
lower consumption thanks to one-at-a-time
dispensing

- Top up when it suits you with up to 600 more
visitors and employees served between refills*
- Double the towels you can carry as they’re
compressed by 50%*

- Faster dispensing serves users in 3 seconds –
quicker than jet air drying time

- Cut refilling time in half with up to 2100 towels
per dispenser*

- Taking a towel is always smooth and easy with
our patented continuous towel system

552520

552528

105065

Tork PeakServe® Continuous™ Hand Towel System
Art.No

Name

Refill ID

Color

Size
H × W × D (mm)

552520

Tork PeakServe® Continuous™ Hand Towel System

H5

White

730x370x101

552528

Tork PeakServe® Continuous™ Hand Towel System

H5

Black

730x370x101

Art. No

Name

105065

Tork PeakServe® Continuous™ Hand Towel
System

Refill
ID

Quality

Color

No. of
plies

Sheet size
L×W (cm)

Sheets
/bundle

H5

Universal

White

1

22,5 × 20,1

410

•
•

Bundles/Rolls Sheets/ Packaging
per TRP
TRP

12

4920

*Tork Universal H2 refills and Folded Hand Towel Dispenser 552000. **Based on an IPSOS survey of 3000 people in USA, UK, Germany, France, Poland and
Sweden who have visited a high traffic venue in the past 9 months.

CarryPack

•

•

How else can we help?
Get in touch to talk
about your business.
torkusa.com or tork.ca
1 866 722 8675
torkusa@essity.com
Tork Elevation Coreless High
Capacity Bath Tissue
Spend less time in refilling and more time on
core tasks keeping guests happy. Tork Careless
Bath Tissue is compact and lasts 2x longer than
conventional bath tissue rolls. With no wraps,
no waste, no plugs and no cores you get 100%
toilet paper.

Tork Foam Skincare
Take on the crowds with up to 2,500 does per
refill of foam soap. Tork Easy to Use certified
skincare dispensers make hand washing quick
and easy.*

*Based on dose size of 0,333ml per user.
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